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Administration Building     13A Dickinson Avenue     Nyack, NY  10960      (845) 353-7000 

Phone:(845)353-7045 Fax:(845) 353-0508  
 

 

      
 

 
June 1, 2016 
 
Dear Students/Parents: 
 
The purpose of summer reading is twofold: one, to enjoy the activity of reading, and two, to maintain 
comprehension skills, fluency, and stamina during the summer months.  We strongly encourage students to read as 
many books as possible, but all students entering grades 6-12 are required to read at least two books.  
 
Enclosed in this packet is all of the information pertaining to Summer Reading.  Please carefully review the 
expectations for the grade level you will be entering in September, 2016.  A copy of this packet has been posted to 
the district’s homepage, Nyack High School’s homepage, and Nyack Middle School’s homepage, as well as to the 
library class pages at both schools.  Copies have also been made available in local libraries and area bookstores.   

 

 SUMMER READING ASSESSMENT DATE:  FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 2016.   

 Teachers will assign either an in-class writing task or a project to be collected on that day.  The credit 
earned from this assessment will be applied toward your first quarter average.  You can earn full credit 
simply by completing the requirements and demonstrating understanding of the texts.   

 

 REQUIRED NOTE-TAKING TEMPLATES – In this packet, you will find note-taking forms for students 
entering ALL students must turn in TWO completed note-taking forms, one form PER BOOK.  Make 
sure you use the correct template for the grade level you are entering in September.   

 

 EXTRA-CREDIT:  If you choose to participate in the Summer Reading Program at either the Nyack Public 
Library or the Valley Cottage Public Library, you will be eligible for extra-credit.  In addition to earning 
extra-credit, you will become eligible to win great prizes and awards (see page 5 for details). Students who 
participate in the public libraries’ Summer Reading Programs will submit their completed note-taking 
templates to their local public librarians, who will then deliver them to me as proof of participation.   

 
Also included in this packet is a list of SUGGESTED titles.  This list is compiled directly from Appendix B of the 
Common Core Learning Standards (www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf).  Although this list is 
representative of what the Common Core Standards deem to be “on-level” texts, please note that students are NOT 
required to select books only from this list.  Ultimately, students should choose books they will truly enjoy. 
 
I wish you a restful, enjoyable, and literate summer with your families and friends, and I look forward to joining my 
colleagues in welcoming you back to school in September! 
 
Sincerely, 

 
John Joyce 
English Department Chairperson, Grades 6-12 

 

http://www.corestandards.org/assets/Appendix_B.pdf
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SUMMER READING EXPECTATIONS BY GRADE LEVEL 
 

READ THIS PAGE CAREFULLY, FOLLOWING THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ENGLISH COURSE 
YOU ARE TAKING IN SEPTEMBER, 2016.  If you are a high school student taking an R-Level English 
course or a Senior Elective in September, you will read two books of your own choice.  Students who will 
be taking an H-Level course or one of our AP English courses must read the required text(s) listed below. 
 
 

ENTERING… MUST READ 

ELA –6 Two (2) works of student’s choice:  fiction and/or nonfiction. 

ELA –7 Two (2) works of student’s choice: fiction and/or nonfiction. 

ELA –8 Two (2) works of student’s choice: fiction and/or nonfiction. 

English 9R Two (2) works of student’s choice: fiction and/or nonfiction. 

English 9H 
REQUIRED TEXT 

 

The Alchemist, Paulo Coelho 
AND 

One (1) work of student’s choice: 

Fiction or Nonfiction. 

English 10R Two (2) works of student’s choice: fiction and/or nonfiction. 

English 10H 

REQUIRED TEXT 

AND 
One (1) work of student’s choice: 

Fiction or Nonfiction. Into the Wild, John Krakauer 

English 11R Two (2) works of student’s choice: fiction and/or nonfiction. 

English 11H 

REQUIRED TEXT 

AND 
One (1) work of student’s choice: 

Fiction or Nonfiction. Outliers, Malcolm Gladwell 

AP Language 

& 

Composition 

REQUIRED TEXT AND REQUIRED TEXT (CHOOSE ONE) 

The Grapes of Wrath,  

John Steinbeck 
 

Outliers, Malcolm Gladwell 

OR 

Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a World 

That Can't Stop Talking, Susan Cain 

AP Literature 

& 

Composition 

REQUIRED TEXT (CHOICE) 

The Heart is a Lonely Hunter,  

Carson McCullers 

OR 

A Prayer for Owen Meany, 

John Irving 

AND 

REQUIRED TEXT  

How to Read Literature Like a 

Professor, 

Thomas Forster 

 

(See Assigned Chapters on Page 19) 

 

Senior 

Electives 
Two (2) works of choice: fiction and/or nonfiction. 

 

NEED A SUGGESTION? 
A list of recommended titles by grade-level is enclosed in this packet, but students are not obligated to 
choose only from this list.  If you need a recommendation, speak with your friends, family members, 
teachers, school librarians or local librarians.  There are also plenty of online consumer and critical 
reviews of most books.  
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FAQ’s 
 

When is the Summer Reading Assessment?   
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 2016 
 
What will I be expected to do on the Summer Reading Assessment? 
When you return to school in September, your English teacher will assign either a project for you to complete 
by September 30, or an essay which you will write in class on September 30.  Your teacher will provide you 
with specific details in September. 
 
What do I need to do in order to earn full credit for Summer Reading? 

1. Read TWO books.  Make sure that you follow Complete TWO note-taking templates (one for each 
book). The templates are located at the end of this packet. 

2. Demonstrate understanding of the books on the Summer Reading Assessment. 
 

What happens if I do not complete the Summer Reading Requirements? 
Only students who complete the note-taking templates and demonstrate understanding on the September 30 
assessment can earn credit.   
 
I want to start my school year with as many points as possible.  Is there a way to earn extra-credit? 
How ambitious of you!  Yes, of course!  You can earn EXTRA-CREDIT if you participate in the 2016 Teen 
Summer Reading Program, sponsored by the Nyack Public Library and the Valley Cottage Public Library.  
Here is how it works: 
 

1. Sign up at the Nyack or Valley Cottage Public Libraries (contact info below).  
2. Students who participate in the SRP’s will read books (assigned texts and recreational reading), turn in the 

required note-taking templates and simple rating/review sheets on the books they read, and have the 
opportunity to win prizes from both libraries.  Students can also participate in various fun activities, 
including Community Service opportunities, which are organized through the libraries.  

 

NOTE! 
→ 

In order to earn EXTRA-CREDIT, students must submit their completed note-
taking template to the public librarian at the completion of the summer reading 
program, so that participation can be verified. The written notes will be delivered 
to the student’s English teacher in September.   

 
PUBLIC LIBRARY SUMMER READING PROGRAM – BENEFITS: 
 Students will receive their own library card when they sign up. 
 Students will become familiar with the library’s resources and professionals, making them more 

comfortable in utilizing them for academic pursuits during the school year. 
 Students will be able to understand the importance of the public library as the cornerstone of 

literate communities. 
 Students will be done with summer reading before the first day of school. 
 
For more information about how to sign up, contact the library directly: 

Nyack Public Library:   845.358.3370 
Valley Cottage Public Library:  845.268.7700 
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SUGGESTED TITLES 

From the Common Core State Standards, Appendix B 
 

Grades 6 - 8 
 

 
FICTION 

Little Women   
Alcott, Louisa May   
Generations of readers young and old, male and female, have fallen in love with the March 
sisters of Louisa May Alcott’s most popular and enduring novel, Little Women. Here are talented 
tomboy and author-to-be Jo, tragically frail Beth, beautiful Meg, and romantic, spoiled Amy, 
united in their devotion to each other and their struggles to survive in New England during the 
Civil War. 
 
The Dark is Rising   
Cooper, Susan    
On the Midwinter Day that is his eleventh birthday, Will Stanton discovers a special gift — that 
he is the last of the Old Ones, immortals dedicated to keeping the world from domination by the 
forces of evil, the Dark. At once, he is plunged into a quest for the six magical Signs that will one 
day aid the Old Ones in the final battle between the Dark and the Light. And for the twelve days 
of Christmas, while the Dark is rising, life for Will is full of wonder, terror, and delight. 
 
A Wrinkle in Time   
L’Engle, Madeleine   
Meg Murry and her friends become involved with unearthly strangers and a search for Meg's 
father, who disappeared while engaged in secret work for the government.  
 
The Tale of the Mandarin Ducks  
Paterson, Katherine   
A pair of mandarin ducks, separated by a cruel lord who wishes to possess the drake for his 
colorful beauty, rewards a compassionate couple who risk their lives to reunite the ducks.  
 
Black Ships Before Troy: The Story of the Iliad 
Sutcliff, Rosemary   
Sutcliff creatively retells the story of the Trojan War from the quarrel for the golden apple and 
the flight of Helen with Paris, to the destruction of Troy. 
 
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer  
Twain, Mark    
Mischief is Tom Sawyer's middle name. There is nothing he likes better than playing hookey 
from school, messing about on the Mississippi with his best friend, Huckleberry Finn, or wooing 
the elusive beauty Becky Thatcher. Lazy and reckless, he is a menace to his Aunt Polly, an 
embarrassment to his teachers, and the envy of his peers. But there is method in his badness.  
This novel is Mark Twain's hymn to childhood and it remains a classic account of “boys on the 
loose” in frontier-era America.  
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Dragonwings  
Yep, Laurence      
In the early twentieth century a young Chinese boy joins his father in San Francisco and helps 
him realize his dream of making a flying machine. 
 

 
 

NONFICTION/informational 
 

Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass an American Slave 
Douglass, Frederick  
The impassioned abolitionist and eloquent orator provides graphic descriptions of his childhood 
and horrifying experiences as a slave as well as a harrowing record of his dramatic escape to the 
North and eventual freedom. Published in 1845 to quell doubts about his origins, the Narrative is 
admired today for its extraordinary passion, sensitive descriptions, and storytelling power.   
 
Harriet Tubman: Conductor on the Underground Railroad 
Petry, Ann   
Petry’s biography of the black woman whose cruel experiences as a slave in the South led her to 
seek freedom in the North for herself and for others through the Underground Railroad is a 
classic. 
 
Travels with Charley: In Search of America 
Steinbeck, John 
John Steinbeck, author of such American classics as The Pearl, Of Mice and Men, and The Grapes 
of Wrath, embarks on a journey across America with his poodle, Charley, during the later years 
of his life.    This chronicle of their trip meanders from small towns to growing cities to glorious 
wilderness oases. Still evocative and awe-inspiring after fifty years, Travels with Charley in Search 
of America provides an intimate look at one of America's most beloved writers in the later years 
of his life—a self-portrait of a man who never wrote an explicit autobiography.  
 
A Night to Remember 
Lord, Walter   
First published in 1955, A Night to Remember remains a completely riveting account of the 
Titanic's fatal collision and the behavior of the passengers and crew, some of whom sacrificed 
their lives, while others fought like animals for their own survival.  
 
A Short Walk through the Pyramids and through the World of Art 
Isaacson, Phillip  
Introduces tangible and abstract components of art, and the many forms art can take including 
sculpture, pottery, painting, photographs, and even furniture and cities. 
 
The Great Fire 
Murphy, Jim   
Vivid firsthand descriptions by persons who lived through the 1871 Chicago fire are woven into a 
gripping account... Absorbing and riveting reading. 
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Vincent Van Gogh: Portrait of an Artist 
Greenberg, Jan & Jordan, Sandra  
Vincent Van Gogh–one of the 19th century’s most brilliant artists–will forever be remembered as 
the Dutchman who cut off his ear. But this incident only underscores the passion that consumed 
him–a passion that infused his work when he took up painting at age 27 and led him to pioneer a 
new technique and style.  
 
Freedom Walkers: The Story of the Montgomery Bus Boycott 
Freedman, Russell  
On December 1, 1955, Rosa Parks refused to move to the back of the bus and give up her seat to a 
white man. This simple act sparked a nationwide movement for equality. Award-winning author 
Russell Freedman puts readers in the midst of a volatile and uplifting time. This compelling and 
poignant volume, illustrated with arresting black-and-white photographs from the period, is an 
essential addition to the Civil Rights canon. 
 
The Number Devil: A Mathematical Adventure 
Enzensberger, Hans Magnus   
Annoyed with his math teacher who assigns word problems and won't let him use a calculator, 
twelve-year-old Robert finds help from the Number Devil in his dreams, who leads him to 
discover the amazing world of numbers.  As we dream with him, we are taken further and 
further into mathematical theory and we wind up marveling at what numbers can do. 
 
Geeks: How Two Lost Boys Rode the Internet out of Idaho 
Katz, John   
When Jesse and Eric meet John Katz, a roving journalist, their lives change forever.  Inspired by 
Katz’s belief that their geeky qualities are highly valuable, Jesse and Eric leave Idaho and bravely 
set out to conquer Chicago – geek-style.  Told with Katz’s trademark charm and sparkle, Geeks is 
a humorous, moving tale of triumph over adversity that delivers two irresistible heroes for the 
digital age. 
 
The Building of Manhattan 
Mackay, Donald   
Meticulously accurate line drawings and fascinating text trace Manhattan's growth from a tiny 
Dutch outpost to the commercial, financial, and cultural heart of the world. This book explains 
construction above and below ground, including excavating subway lines and building bridges 
and skyscrapers.  
 
The Words We Live By: Your Annotated Guide to the Constitution 
Monk, Linda R. 
The United States Constitution is the basis for our most fundamental rights as Americans. But 
how many of us actually understand the language used by our Founding Fathers? In The Words 
We Live By, Linda R. Monk, an award-winning author and journalist, offers insight, legal 
expertise, surprising facts, little-known information, alternate interpretations, and historical 
anecdotes that breathe meaning into this provocative and hallowed document.  
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SUGGESTED TITLES 

From the Common Core State Standards, Appendix B 
 

Grades 9 - 10 
 

 

 
FICTION 

 

Things Fall Apart 
Achebe, Chinua  
Things Fall Apart tells two intertwining stories, both centering on Okonkwo, a “strong man” of 
an Ibo village in Nigeria. The first, a powerful fable of the immemorial conflict between the 
individual and society, traces Okonkwo’s fall from grace with the tribal world. The second, as 
modern as the first is ancient, concerns the clash of cultures and the destruction of Okonkwo's 
world with the arrival of aggressive European missionaries.  
 
Fahrenheit 451 
Bradbury, Ray 
In Fahrenheit 451, firemen don't put out fires--they start them in order to burn books. Bradbury's 
vividly-painted dystopian society holds up the appearance of happiness as the highest goal--a 
place where trivial information is valued over knowledge and ideas. 
 
The Old Man and the Sea  
Hemingway, Ernest   
Santiago, an old Cuban fisherman who is down on his luck, finds himself alone and far from 
shore with the biggest catch of his life — an 18-foot marlin. 
 
In the Time of the Butterflies     
Alvarez, Julia   
It is November 25, 1960, and three beautiful sisters have been found near their wrecked Jeep at 
the bottom of a 150-foot cliff on the north coast of the Dominican Republic. The official state 
newspaper reports their deaths as accidental. It does not mention that a fourth sister lives. Nor 
does it explain that the sisters were among the leading opponents of Gen. Rafael Leonidas 
Trujillo’s dictatorship. It doesn’t have to. Everybody knows of Las Mariposas—“The Butterflies.”   
 
The Joy Luck Club   
Tan, Amy 
Amy Tan's The Joy Luck Club is the story of four women and their daughters. In a series of 
flashbacks we see how each woman came to America, fleeing their Chinese past of oppression 
and fear to build a better life for their children. Their stories are of war and ancestral pride, 
marriage and never losing hope.  
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The Killer Angels 
Shaara, Michael  
In the four most bloody and courageous days of our nation’s history, two armies fought for two 
conflicting dreams. One dreamed of freedom, the other of a way of life. Far more than rifles and 
bullets were carried into battle. There were memories. There were promises. There was love. 
And far more than men fell on those Pennsylvania fields. Bright futures, untested innocence, and 
pristine beauty were also the casualties of war. Michael Shaara’s Pulitzer Prize–winning 
masterpiece is unique, sweeping, unforgettable—the dramatic story of the battleground for 
America’s destiny. 
 
The Metamorphosis 
Kafka, Franz  
Kafka’s literary masterpiece is about Gregor Samsa, a young man who transforms overnight into 
a “monstrous verminous bug” and becomes an essentially alienated man. 
 
 

 

NONFICTION/informational 
 
 
Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee: An Indian History of the American West  
Brown, Dee  
Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee is Dee Brown’s classic, eloquent, meticulously documented 
account of the systematic destruction of the American Indian during the second half of the 
nineteenth century. Immediately recognized as a revelatory and enormously controversial book 
since its first publication in 1971, Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee is universally recognized as 
one of those rare books that forever changes the way its subject is perceived.  
 
Life by the Numbers  
Devlin, Keith   
Keith Devlin reveals the astonishing range of creative and powerful ways in which scientists, 
artists, athletes, medical researchers, and many others are using mathematics to explore our 
world and to enhance our lives.  
 
The Race to Save Lord God Bird    
Hoose, Phillip   
The tragedy of extinction is explained through the dramatic story of a legendary bird, the Ivory-
billed Woodpecker, and of those who tried to possess it, paint it, shoot it, sell it, and, in a last-
ditch effort, save it. A powerful saga that sweeps through two hundred years of history, it 
introduces artists like John James Audubon, bird collectors like William Brewster, and finally a 
new breed of scientist in Cornell's Arthur A. "Doc" Allen and his young ornithology student, 
James Tanner, whose quest to save the Ivory-bill culminates in one of the first great conservation 
showdowns in U.S. history, an early round in what is now a worldwide effort to save species.  
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The Hot Zone: A Terrifying True Story    
Preston, Richard 
The true story of how a deadly virus from the central African rain forest suddenly appears in a 
Washington, D.C., animal test lab. In a matter of days, 90% of the primates exposed to the virus 
are dead, and secret government forces are mobilized to stop the spread of this exotic "hot" 
virus. 
 
The Story of Science: Newton at the Center 
Hakim, Joy 
Watch as Copernicus's systematic observations place the sun at the center of our universe—an 
unspeakable thought at the time!  Follow the achievements and frustrations of Galileo, Kepler, 
and Descartes, and then appreciate the amazing Isaac Newton, whose discoveries about gravity, 
motion, colors, calculus, and Earth's place in the universe set the stage for modern physics, 
astronomy, mathematics, and chemistry. 
 
I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings 
Angelou, Maya  
Sent by their mother to live with their devout, self-sufficient grandmother in a small Southern 
town, Maya and her brother, Bailey, endure the ache of abandonment and the prejudice of the 
local “powhitetrash.” At eight years old and back at her mother’s side in St. Louis, Maya is 
attacked by a man many times her age–and has to live with the consequences for a lifetime. 
Years later, in San Francisco, Maya learns about love for herself and the kindness of others, her 
own strong spirit, and the ideas of great authors.   
 
 

 
 

SUGGESTED TITLES 

From the Common Core State Standards, Appendix B 
 

Grades 11 - 12 
 

 
FICTION 

 
Their Eyes Were Watching God  
Hurston, Zora Neale   
Janie Crawford marries three men and is tried for the murder of one of them. Her eventful life 
captures the universal experiences of pain and happiness, love and loss. 
 
The Bluest Eye 
Morrison, Toni 
Pecola Breedlove, a young black girl, prays every day for beauty. Mocked by other children for 
the dark skin, curly hair, and brown eyes that set her apart, she yearns for normalcy, for the 
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blond hair and blue eyes that she believes will allow her to finally fit in.Yet as her dream grows 
more fervent, her life slowly starts to disintegrate in the face of adversity and strife. A powerful 
examination of our obsession with beauty and conformity, Toni Morrison’s virtuosic first novel 
asks powerful questions about race, class, and gender with the subtlety and grace that have 
always characterized her writing.    
 
Don Quixote 
de Cervantes, Miguel 
Widely regarded as the world's first modern novel, and one of the funniest and most tragic 
books ever written, Don Quixote chronicles the famous picaresque adventures of the noble 
knight-errant Don Quixote of La Mancha and his faithful squire, Sancho Panza, as they travel 
through sixteenth-century Spain.  The adventures of an eccentric country gentleman and his 
faithful companion who set out as knight and squire of old to right wrongs and punish evil.  
 
Pride and Prejudice 
Austin, Jane 
Fiercely independent Elizabeth Bennet, one of five sisters who must marry rich, confounds the 
arrogant and wealthy Mr. Darcy. What ensues is one of the most delightful and engrossingly 
readable courtships known to literature, written by a precocious Austen when she was just 
twenty-one years old. 
 
Jane Eyre 
Brontë, Charlotte 
Immediately recognized as a masterpiece when it was first published in 1847, Charlotte Brontë’s 
Jane Eyre is an extraordinary coming-of-age story featuring one of the most independent and 
strong-willed female protagonists in all of literature. 
 
Crime and Punishment 
Dostoevsky, Fyodor 
Poor and in desperate circumstances, Rodion Romanovich Raskolnikov plots the murder of a 
pawnbroker to steal what he considers her ill-gotten gains. To his mind, he is justified in 
eliminating an unscrupulous person who thrives on the misfortunes of others. When his plans 
go awry, Raskolnikov finds himself little better-off financially, and now, a murderer. Wracked 
with guilt, he finds himself torn between confessing his crime to clear his conscience, or 
following the path that fate seems to be shaping to help him get away with the perfect crime. 
 
As I Lay Dying 
Faulkner, William 
As I Lay Dying is the harrowing, darkly comic tale of the Bundren family's trek across Mississippi 
to bury Addie, their wife and mother, in the town of her choice. The story is told by each family 
member -- including Addie herself.  Faulkner's use of multiple viewpoints to reveal the inner 
psychological make-up of the characters is one of the novel's chief charms. 
 
The Adventures of Augie March 
Bellow, Saul 
As soon as it first appeared in 1953, this novel was hailed as an American classic. Bold, expansive, 
and keenly humorous, The Adventures of Augie March blends street language with literary 
elegance to tell the story of a poor Chicago boy growing up during the Great Depression. A "born 
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recruit," Augie makes himself available for hire by plungers, schemers, risk takers, and operators, 
compiling a record of choices that is—to say the least—eccentric. 
 
The Namesake 
Lahiri, Jhumpa 
The Namesake takes the Ganguli family from their tradition-bound life in Calcutta through their 
transformation into Americans. On the heels of their arranged wedding, Ashoke and Ashima 
Ganguli settle together in Cambridge, Massachusetts. An engineer by training, Ashoke adapts 
more easily than his wife, who resists all things “American.”  When their son is born, the task of 
naming him betrays the vexed results of bringing old ways to the new world. With penetrating 
insight, Jhumpa Lahiri reveals not only the defining power of names and expectations bestowed 
upon us by our parents, but also the means by which we slowly, sometimes painfully, come to 
define ourselves. The New York Times has praised Lahiri as "a writer of uncommon elegance and 
poise." The Namesake is a fine-tuned, intimate, and deeply felt novel of identity. 
 
 
 
 

NONFICTION/informational 
 
Walden 
Thoreau, Henry David 
Thoreau’s literary classic, an elegantly written record of his experiment in simple living, has 
engaged readers and thinkers for a century and a half. 
 
Common Sense 
Paine, Thomas 
The United States of America owes its existence in part to the incendiary brilliance of Paine’s 
work. Common Sense challenged the authority of the British government and the royal 
monarchy, and was the first document to openly ask for independence. 
 
Democracy in America 
Tocqueville, Alexis  
Philosopher John Stuart Mill called it "among the most remarkable productions of our time." 
Woodrow Wilson wrote that de Tocqueville's ability to illuminate the actual workings of 
American democracy was "possibly without rival." For today's readers, de Tocqueville's concern 
about the effect of majority rule on the rights of individuals remains deeply meaningful. His 
shrewd observations about the "almost royal prerogatives" of the President and the need for 
virtue in elected officials are particularly prophetic. His profound insights into the great rewards 
and responsibilities of democratic government are words every American needs to read, 
contemplate, and remember. 
 
What They Fought For 1861-1865 
McPherson, James M. 
What They Fought For 1861-1865 is an exceptional and highly original Civil War analysis. 
McPherson draws on the letters and diaries of nearly 1,000 Union and Confederate soldiers, 
giving voice to the very men who risked their lives in the conflict, in order to find out what 
motivated each soldier to fight.  
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America’s Constitution: A Biography 
Amar, Akhil Reed 
In America’s Constitution, Akhil Reed Amar, gives the first comprehensive account of one of the 
world’s great political texts. Incisive, entertaining, and occasionally controversial, this 
“biography” of America’s framing document explains not only what the Constitution says, but 
also why the Constitution says it. Ambitious, even-handed, eminently accessible, and often 
surprising, America’s Constitution is an indispensable work, bound to become a standard 
reference for any student of history and all citizens of the United States. 
 
1776 
McCullough, David 
In this masterful book, David McCullough tells the intensely human story of those who marched 
with General George Washington in the year of the Declaration of Independence—when the 
whole American cause was riding on their success, without which all hope for independence 
would have been dashed and the noble ideals of the Declaration would have amounted to little 
more than words on paper. Based on extensive research in both American and British archives, 
1776 is a powerful drama written with extraordinary narrative vitality. 
 
The Tipping Point: How Little Things Can Make a Big Difference 
Gladwell, Malcolm 
The tipping point is that magic moment when an idea, trend, or social behavior crosses a 
threshold, tips, and spreads like wildfire. Just as a single sick person can start an epidemic of the 
flu, so too can a small but precisely targeted push cause a fashion trend, the popularity of a new 
product, or a drop in the crime rate. This widely acclaimed bestseller, in which Malcolm 
Gladwell explores and brilliantly illuminates the tipping point phenomenon, has changed the 
way people throughout the world think about selling products and disseminating ideas. 
 
Innumeracy: Mathematical Illiteracy and Its Consequences 
Paulos, John Allen 
Why do even well-educated people understand so little about mathematics? And what are the 
costs of our innumeracy? John Allen Paulos, in his celebrated bestseller first published in 1988, 
argues that our inability to deal rationally with very large numbers and the probabilities 
associated with them results in misinformed governmental policies, confused personal decisions, 
and an increased susceptibility to pseudoscience of all kinds. Innumeracy lets us know what 
we're missing, and how we can do something about it.
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NOTE-TAKING FORM – GRADES 9-12 – BOOK 1 
  

YOUR NAME:  ________________________________________   

 

DIRECTIONS:   
Keep track of your reading by using different comprehension skills.  For each skill, select one question and respond to it fully and completely.  Circle or 
highlight the question. 

 

SKILL TYPES OF QUESTIONS YOUR RESPONSE 

ASK 
QUESTIONS 

 Who is involved?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 What are they doing? (Why?) 
 What do they want very badly? (Why?) 
 What is the situation or problem? 
 Who is telling the story?(Why?) 
 How is the story designed? (Why?) 
 What is the source of tension in the 

story? 
 To what degree can you trust the 

narrator? 

MAKE 
CONNECTIONS 

 I wonder why…  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 What caused… 
 I think… 
 This is similar to… 
 This is important because… 
 This reminds me of… 
 What I find confusing is… 
 What will happen next is… 
 I can relate to this because… 
 I wonder why… 

PREDICT 

 What will happen next?  
 
 

 Why do you think that? 
 What effect will that have on the story 

or the characters? 

 

 

TITLE OF BOOK:  _____________________________ 
 
 

AUTHOR:  ________________________________ 
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NOTE-TAKING FORM – GRADES 9-12 – BOOK 1 (Continued) 
 

SKILL TYPES OF QUESTIONS YOUR RESPONSE 

SUMMARIZE 

 What happened?  
 What is essential to tell?  
 What was the outcome?  
 Who was involved?  
 Why did this happen?  
 Is that a detail or essential 

information? 
 
 
 

STANDARDS & 
TEST 

CONNECTIONS 

 The best word to describe the tone is…  
 The author uses symbolism by…  
 One theme or motif in this story is…  
 What device does the author use to…  
 The writer organizes the structure of 

the story: sequentially, comparatively, 
chronologically, etc… 

 
 

 The main character thinks/feels… 
 
 

 

SYNTHESIZE 

 Three important points/ideas are…  
 These are important because…  
 The author wants us to think…  
 At this point the text is about…  
 I still don’t understand…  
 What interested me most was…  
 This means that… 
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NOTE-TAKING FORM – GRADES 9-12 – BOOK 2 
  

YOUR NAME:  ________________________________________   

 

DIRECTIONS:   
Keep track of your reading by using different comprehension skills.  For each skill, select one question and respond to it fully and completely.  Circle or 
highlight the question. 

 

SKILL TYPES OF QUESTIONS YOUR RESPONSE 

ASK 
QUESTIONS 

 Who is involved?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 What are they doing? (Why?) 
 What do they want very badly? (Why?) 
 What is the situation or problem? 
 Who is telling the story?(Why?) 
 How is the story designed? (Why?) 
 What is the source of tension in the 

story? 
 To what degree can you trust the 

narrator? 

MAKE 
CONNECTIONS 

 I wonder why…  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 What caused… 
 I think… 
 This is similar to… 
 This is important because… 
 This reminds me of… 
 What I find confusing is… 
 What will happen next is… 
 I can relate to this because… 
 I wonder why… 

PREDICT 

 What will happen next?  
 
 
 

 Why do you think that? 
 What effect will that have on the story 

or the characters? 

 

TITLE OF BOOK:  _____________________________ 
 
 

AUTHOR:  ________________________________ 
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NOTE-TAKING FORM – GRADES 9-12 – BOOK 2 (Continued) 
 

SKILL TYPES OF QUESTIONS YOUR RESPONSE 

SUMMARIZE 

 
 What happened? 

 

 What is essential to tell?  
 What was the outcome?  
 Who was involved?  
 Why did this happen?  
 Is that a detail or essential 

information? 
 
 

 

STANDARDS & 
TEST 

CONNECTIONS 

 
 
 
 The best word to describe the tone is… 

 

 The author uses symbolism by…  
 One theme or motif in this story is…  
 What device does the author use to…  
 The writer organizes the structure of 

the story: sequentially, comparatively, 
chronologically, etc… 

 

 The main character thinks/feels… 
 

 

SYNTHESIZE 

 
 Three important points/ideas are… 

 

 These are important because…  
 The author wants us to think…  
 At this point the text is about…  
 I still don’t understand…  
 What interested me most was…  
 This means that…  
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NOTE-TAKING FORM – GRADES 7-8 – BOOK 1 
 
 

YOUR NAME:  ___________________________________   
 
 
 

DIRECTIONS:  Respond to each item in the space provided.  Use additional sheets of paper if 
necessary. 
 

PLOT SUMMARY 
In the space provided, write down what the book is about – what happens?  Who is involved? What is the conflict? How does 
the conflict get resolved? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DISCUSSION QUESTION(S) 
In the space provided, write down at least one really good question – it could be a thought-provoking, open-ended question 
for the class, or it could be about something that doesn’t make sense that you would like to have answered.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

TITLE OF BOOK:  ________________________________ 

 

AUTHOR: _______________________________________ 
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NOTE-TAKING FORM – GRADES 7-8 – BOOK 1 
(Continued) 

 

QUOTE (with citation) REACTION / REFLECTION 
Write down at least TWO quotations from the novel that you feel are 
important. Try to find quotes that capture the larger ideas of the novel.  
At the end of the quote, write the author’s last name and the page # in 
parentheses.  

Write down your reaction or reflection about the quote.  
Why do you think the quotation is important?  Maybe it 
reveals something about a character, or expresses a “big 
idea” (theme), or perhaps it includes a symbol.  If your 
quote includes a symbol, try to explain what the object is 
symbolizing. 

 

FIRST QUOTE: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

SECOND QUOTE: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

ADDITIONAL QUOTE (OPTIONAL): 
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NOTE-TAKING FORM – GRADES 7-8 – BOOK 2 
 
 
 

YOUR NAME:  ___________________________________   
 
 
 

DIRECTIONS:  Respond to each item in the space provided.  Use additional sheets of paper if 
necessary. 
 

PLOT SUMMARY 
In the space provided, write down what the book is about – what happens?  Who is involved? What is the conflict? How does 
the conflict get resolved? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DISCUSSION QUESTION(S) 
In the space provided, write down at least one really good question – it could be a thought-provoking, open-ended question 
for the class, or it could be about something that doesn’t make sense that you would like to have answered.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

TITLE OF BOOK:  ________________________________ 

 

AUTHOR: _______________________________________ 
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NOTE-TAKING FORM – GRADES 7-8 – BOOK 2 
(Continued) 

 

QUOTE (with citation) REACTION / REFLECTION 
Write down at least TWO quotations from the novel that you feel are 
important. Try to find quotes that capture the larger ideas of the novel.  
At the end of the quote, write the author’s last name and the page # in 
parentheses.  

Write down your reaction or reflection about the quote.  
Why do you think the quotation is important?  Maybe it 
reveals something about a character, or expresses a “big 
idea” (theme), or perhaps it includes a symbol.  If your 
quote includes a symbol, try to explain what the object is 
symbolizing. 

 

FIRST QUOTE: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

SECOND QUOTE: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

ADDITIONAL QUOTE (OPTIONAL): 
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NOTE-TAKING FORM – GRADE 6 – BOOK 1 
 
 
Your Name:  _______________________________ 
 
 
 
Directions:  Write your answers to each question in the space provided.  Be as complete as 
you can, and try to answer each question fully.  Use another sheet of paper if necessary. 
 

1. Who is the main character or characters?  Describe them.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Where and when is the story set?  How can you tell? 
 
 
 
 
 

3. What major problem or struggle does the main character encounter in the story?  
How does the character deal with his or her problem?  To what degree does the 
character succeed in overcoming his or her problem? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

4. What is the most exciting or action-packed part of the story?  What is your favorite 
part? 

 
 
 
 
 

5. How do you feel about the book?  In your response, explain whether or not you 
would recommend this book and provide a specific example from the book to 
support your recommendation. 

 
  

 

TITLE OF BOOK:  ________________________________ 

 

AUTHOR: _______________________________________ 
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NOTE-TAKING FORM – GRADE 6 – BOOK 2 
 
 
Your Name:  _______________________________ 
 
 
 
Directions:  Write your answers to each question in the space provided.  Be as complete as 
you can, and try to answer each question fully.  Use another sheet of paper if necessary. 
 

1. Who is the main character or characters?  Describe them.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Where and when is the story set?  How can you tell? 
 
 
 
 
 

3. What major problem or struggle does the main character encounter in the story?  
How does the character deal with his or her problem?  To what degree does the 
character succeed in overcoming his or her problem? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

4. What is the most exciting or action-packed part of the story?  What is your favorite 
part? 

 
 
 
 
 

5. How do you feel about the book?  In your response, explain whether or not you 
would recommend this book and provide a specific example from the book to 
support your recommendation. 

 
  

 

TITLE OF BOOK:  ________________________________ 

 

AUTHOR: _______________________________________ 
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AP Literature & Composition                              Burns/Weinman 
 

 

Summer Reading Assignment 2016 
 

 

TASK:  Connecting How to Read Literature Like a Professor, by Thomas Foster to Carson McCullers’ 
The Heart is a Lonely Hunter OR John Irving’s A Prayer for Owen Meany. 
 
Directions:   
1. Read the specified chapters below of How to Read Literature Like a Professor.   
2. Read EITHER McCullers’ The Heart is a Lonely Hunter, OR Irving’s A Prayer for Owen Meany. 
3. Answer all questions related to each chapter using quotes from The Heart is a Lonely Hunter, or 

from John Irving’s A Prayer for Owen Meany.  
4. Be prepared to discuss your work when we begin classes in September.   

 
 
Introduction- “How’d he do that?” 

 How do memory, symbol, and pattern affect the reading of literature?  

 How does the recognition of patterns make it easier to read complicated literature?  

 Discuss a time when your appreciation of a literary work was enhanced by understanding a 
symbol or pattern. 

 
Chapter 1- “Every Trip is a Quest” 

 List the five aspects of the quest and apply them to the book in the form used on pages 3-5. 

 “The real reason for a quest is always self-knowledge.”  Choose two characters. What have 
they learned about themselves in their respective quests? 
 

Chapter 2- “Nice to Meet You: Acts of Communion” 

 “Whenever people eat or drink together, it’s communion.”  Explain the author’s ideas about 
communion. 

 Choose a meal from the book and apply the author’s ideas to this literary depiction.  What 
effect does this meal have on the characters?  On the story as a whole? 
 

Chapter 5- “ Now, Where Have I Seen Her Before?” 

 What other stories are you reminded of when reading this? 
 

Chapter 12 – “Is That a Symbol?” 

 Use the process described on page 106 to investigate the symbolism in the book. 
 

Chapter 14- “Yes, She’s a Christ Figure, Too” 

 Discuss the Christ figure/Christian imagery used in the book. 
 

Chapter 19- “Geography Matters…” 

 Describe at least two ways that geography is significant in this novel. 
 

Chapter 24-  “…And Rarely Just Illness” 

 How does illness (or a disability) impact this novel?  
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AP English Language and Composition 

Summer Reading Assignment 2016 
 

Maslanek/Moldovan/Joyce 
 

 
 

 
 
Welcome to AP English Language and Composition!  Your summer reading assignment will 
be your first grade of the school year.  It is essential that you prepare thoroughly and 
thoughtfully.  Please carefully follow the steps below.  
 

1. Read The Grapes of Wrath by John Steinbeck.   
(NOTE: To fully appreciate the power of this classic, it is strongly advised that you do a little 
research about its context and background. Look up information about the Dustbowl of the 
1930’s and the migrant workers who fled the US plains in search of opportunities in the West.) 

 
Due by Monday, September 12, 2016:  Select five quotes or passages that exemplify 
the book’s themes. The quotes should illustrate a VARIETY of stylistic and thematic 
features of the text. For each quote or passage you select, write a paragraph in which 
you analyze how the stylistic/thematic feature contributes to meaning.  The quotes 
and paragraphs should be typed and brought to class on this date.   

 
 
2. Read Outliers by Malcolm Gladwell OR Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a 

World That Can’t Stop Talking by Susan Cain. 
 

 Mark the book as you read.  This means that you will identify major themes, the 
pieces of evidence that Gladwell or Cain uses to support his or her arguments, 
phrases you find interesting, and questions that emerge as you read.  Pay 
particular attention to their claims, usage of evidence, and any rebuttals they 
address.  

 

 Due by Monday, September 12, 2016:  Select five quotes that you find most 
pertinent to the book’s themes and arguments. Write an analytical paragraph 
for each quote, explaining how the writer develops his or her arguments 
through the types of evidence used, and how each writer handles counterclaims 
to those arguments.  This should be typed and brought to class on this date.  

 
 
 

 


